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"But," Yonas wanted to argue, but was instantly interrupted by Arthur.

"That's the end of the discussion! Your cousin mentioned that the Sun Pills can get martial artists in the SemiAlmighty State to

the Initial Almighty State! The pills work best on martial artists in the Semi-Almighty State and since your uncle is exactly that,

he'll take the Sun Pill! Both you and Yuri will wait," Arthur said, deciding to let Angus have the Sun Pill instead.

"It's fine, Uncle Arthur! I've already been in the SemiAlmighty State for a while, so I don’t mind waiting. Since Yonas wants to pill,

he can have it first," Angus said.

"You don't have to turn it down, Angus! Almighty martial artists are the pillars of our community. If you can get to the Almighty

State with the Sun Pill's help, this benefits our family as a whole! It's settled!" Arthur decided, not allowing anyone else to say

otherwise.

"Um, alright, then," Angus agreed thoughtfully.

"Damn it!" Yonas's expression darkened. He felt disappointed that he did not obtain the Sun Pill, but was glad that Yuri did not

obtain it either.

As long as Yuri was stuck in his current power level, Yonas knew that he would still stand a chance in replacing Yuri as heir.

Arthur's decision of giving the Sun Pill to Angus was just and fair, so Yonas could somehow convince himself to accept this

outcome.

He quieted down and did not protect any further to avoid enraging Arthur, as that would not benefit him in any way.

"Oh," Yuri seemed to recall something and opened his mouth hesitantly.

"What's wrong, Yuri? Is there something you would like to say?" Angus spotted the odd look on Yuri's face and asked.

"Dad, I overheard some rumors that have been circulating out there this afternoon," Yuri said hesitantly.

"Rumors?" Angus repeated in confusion.

"It's about Roanne. Rumor has it that the Thompsons have sent our eldest unwed daughter to live with Mister Wolf to gain his

favor," Yuri explained.

"What?!"

Both Angus and Arthur were stunned.

Angus was worried that this would happen when Roanne requested to live with Leon, and that was exactly what happened.

Rumors started to spread almost as soon as Roanne moved in with Leon and according to what Yuri heard, the rumors already

started thurton the Thompsons' reputation.

Caught by surprise, Angus was instantly unsure of what to do in response.
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